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Hoist Fitness Kneeling Leg Curl (CF-3411)  
 

Combining European styling and
American engineering, HOIST FITNESS
takes commercial free weight equipment
to a whole new level. The new CF
Premium Line has the same aesthetic
features and durable construction as the
popular HOIST ROC-IT line.

 CHF 2'490.00  
      

      

The kneeling position focuses resistance on target muscles throughout the movement for a more
effective exercise. Padded knee support quickly and easily swivels from side to side and automatically
holds its position, making exercising both legs a breeze without unnecessary adjustments in between.
Contoured pads provide users with maximum comfort and support. Stabilizing, ergonomic handles help
users achieve and maintain optimal positioning for superior results. Weight horns covered with high-
impact polypropylene protect the frame and reduce noise while keeping your facility more organized.

Features:

kneeling configuration allows easy positioning of the pivot point and concentrates resistance in
the target muscles throughout the movement for a more effective exercise
pivoting padded knee support allows the user to switch from left leg to right leg without further
adjustments
stabilizing ergonomic thermoplastic polyurethane grips improve elasticity and provide protection
from oil, grease and abrasion complete with non-slip aluminum end caps
contoured padding for a comfortable, figure-hugging fit
sturdy frame construction in commercial quality: 2.5 mm wall thickness tubes (~ 12 gauge)
polyurethane-covered barbell racks to protect the frame and reduce noise

Use: home to commercial continuous use, maximum storage weight 112.5kg per rack, maximum
payload training weight 112.5kg per rack, starting weight 5kg per horn
Equipment dimensions: L118.5 x W34.4 x H133, weight: 110.7kg
Option: Weight plates
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Frame colors: platinum or white
Pad colors: light gray, dark gray, black, red, blue (other colors on request)
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excludes consumables like pads, ropes)
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